Resizing Your Wedding Rings – What you need to know …about titanium, gold, platinum
There are a myriad of reasons as to why your wedding ring may need to be resized. Perhaps after years of wear
and tear it has begun to wear down at one of the thinner points along its band. Or maybe over the years its owner
has lost or gained a significant amount of weight. No matter the specifics of your wedding ring’s situation, the vast
majority of wedding rings are easily resized.
Need a smaller or bigger Wedding –ring? No problem for Hamburg’s specialists of exclusive titanium rings and
jewellery. Our titanium wedding rings: Guaranteed to fit

We ‘ll offer you a 100% guarantee on sizing, charges are fixed of expense! After sale service
includes a free resizing during the first six month after purchase. (Notice only standard sizes for
gents until size 64; ladies until 58) The raised courses of precious metals like gold and platinum will
charge additional by daily offer !
After you get your ring, you might change your mind about how you want it to fit, especially if you are not used to
wearing rings. We don’t want sizing changes to be an issue for you, which is why we will resize your titanium ring
for free during the first year (you pay only shipping). Sizing is a critical issue for online ring sales, especially
titanium rings. Even if you know your size, we will explain how you get your own ring size and to measure your
finger. Why? Because those metal sizing rings that jewelers use are not standardized. The differences between
different equipment can be significant. Within find different scales and methods in foreign countries. Especially will
have a problem to measure a (“comfit “) d-shape band inside the ring, for exact size.
We can resize titanium rings smaller or larger! You may have read elsewhere that titanium bands cannot be
resized. We are fanatical about fit and have developed techniques for both enlarging and reducing the size of
titanium rings.
Wedding rings made of classical gold and platinum combined with titanium…rings with brilliants or angular
“Princess-cut” diamonds in titanium rings are modifiable in case you want something to be altered even after
wedding. This service is a part of “Titanium-pure” products line’s philosophy.
Titanium- being an extremely hard and rough material –isn’t easy to work on either mechanically or manually.
Altering rings in the “Titan-Pur” – collection is a unique selling point to decide for wedding rings in titanium.
Online- shops as well as many jewelers assert that titanium rings are not modifiable in size. This is because the
products they offer, are usually made in Asia and are produced using only alloy-which doesn’t allow for
alterations. We consider the ability to refinish and refurbish supplementary settings such as adding brilliant frames
as a “must” for wedding rings, especially after extended wear. They must meet the demand of being a first class
product for the long-term and hold up to everyday use more than any other jewels. The finish and quality of
titanium rings make the difference if mechanical or normal alterations are possible or not.
Pure titanium (99, 9% cp TI – commercial pure titanium) which is used in our “Titan-Pur” –collection is a
reassurance to our wedding ring customers prospective size alterations and other modifications definitely
possible. We only charge costs of additional materials like gold, platinum and time involved for this service.
Classical “memoire rings” or “wedding-ring” of gold and platinum alloy are conventionally altered or repaired using
the classical jeweler methods. Refurbishing traces of wear are free of charge and will cost you postage fee only.
Traces of wear detected on surfaces like high polish, silky-matt or ice-matt are not a result of low quality but a
natural phenomenon. On the contrary, physically caused dents, are often seen with gold or platinum alloy, even
after a short period wear should be eliminated completely to refresh the look.
“Titan-Pur” …a collection with lifetime guarantee for wedding-rings is “Made in Germany”. Our top level quality will
remain. The manufacture by professional craftsmanship in a fourth generations’ jewelers’ tradition create brand
awareness over 20 years.
Lifetime events deserve an exceptional symbol of deep emotions.”Titan-Pur” – wedding rings do not only serve
this purpose but guarantee quality and durability which is documented in our “after sales service”-guarantee with
a duration of five years – longer than the legal warranty period.
When buying a ring, please remember to check if the labeling on the inside of the wedding ring is subject to the
legal regulations of German hallmark law. All our products have the brand name “Uli Glaser” and hallmark stamp.

Will find inside of wedding rings a state of the material, either titanium or compositions with gold 18k (750) or
platinum 960 (PT960).
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